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London Living Streets Group 

 

MINUTES of MEETING 25 January 2017 

 
 

VENUE: Alan Baxter Architects, 75 Cowcross St., London EC1M 6EL.  

 
PRESENT:  Amy Aeron-Thomas (Roadpeace), Michael Bach,  Alastair Hanton (Southwark), David 

Harrison (Media Secretary), Dave Irwin (Wandsworth), Symon Knightswood (Lewisham), Jeremy 

Leach (Chair), Charles Martin (Sutton), Robert Molteno (Secretary), Susie Morrow (Wandsworth), 

Simon Norton (Foundation for Integrated Transport),  Andrew Orford (Lewisham), Brenda Puech 

(Hackney), Rosalind Redhead (Islington), Patty Singleton (Tower Hamlets), Rachel Toms 

(Wandsworth), Herman Tribelnig (Kings Cross/Camden), Peter Wright (Southwark). 

 

APOLOGIES: Chris Barker, John Hartley, Peter Hartley (Vice-Chair), Tom Platt. 

 

ACTIONS AND NAMES OF INDIVIDUALS PROMISING TO TAKE ACTION IN RED 
 

1. Minutes of 24 November 2016: Accepted  

 

2. Actions since last meeting: Jeremy reported: 

 

a. Website:  (i) Manifesto.  ACTION:  Jeremy Leach to get put on; (ii) Photos of 

Officers: Not yet on (if in fact sensible to do). 

 

b. Consultation responses:  (i) A City for All Londoners:  Done; David Harrison thanked. 

(ii) Air Quality: Done; Brenda Puech thanked. (iii) Buses: About to be submitted; 

Susie Morrow and David Harrison thanked. 

 

c. Meeting with new Active Travel Commissioner, Will Norman:  ACTION: Joe Irvin 

(CEO, Living Streets), Tom Platt, Jeremy Leach to meet 1 March. 

 

d. Shared Surfaces Report: Living Streets position statement: ACTION: Robert to send 

out with these Minutes.  

 

Housekeeping within London LS group 
 

3. Housekeeping within London LS group (if any need to discuss) -- Venue; Yahoo group; 

Website; Twitter.  

 

a. VENUE:  DECISION: New venue is good. We would like to hold future meetings here. 

Peter Hartley thanked for arranging. ACTION: Peter Hartley to book same venue for 

our next mtg Thursday 30 March. 

 

b. Yahoo Group: Just over half of us now members of this. Robert stressed benefits 

(notably everyone can communicate with everyone else easily). ACTION: Anyone 

who has not yet joined London LS Yahoo Group please to do so.  

 

c. Tweeting: Susie thanked. ACTION: Each of us to participate, or send Susie Morrow 

140 character draft tweets to put up.   
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Actions by London LS group 
 

4. Manifesto of London Living Streets and how we can influence evolving Mayoral 

Transport Strategy (main focus of this meeting):  

 
Jeremy reminded us of background: before Christmas Mayor issued his A City for All 

Londoners consultation that sketched across the full range of policy his approach; and TfL 

issued its Business Plan which gave more substance to transport intentions of Mayor.  Now 

Mayor’s Transport Strategy being drafted; probably ready in April or May; there is a 

window of opportunity to influence how ambitious are its objectives and radical its 

intended implementation policies.  

 

This is why we have drafted our London Living Streets Manifesto. And, to flesh out its policy 

proposals, particularly in relation to Road Safety, and relate to Mayor’s embracing of the 

Vision Zero approach, our lengthy Delivering Vision Zero in London document. And Tom Platt 

produced his Influencing Strategy suggestions for what we could do to have an impact on 

the Mayor’s Transport Strategy currently being drafted. (All 3 documents have been 

circulated to London LS). 

 

Lengthy discussion took place.  

 

Delivering Vision Zero for London: Noted our document primarily fleshes out our Manifesto 

Call No. 2 -- Safe Streets – as an indication of our capacity to think about realistic policy in 

detail. But it is also relevant to some of our other Manifesto Calls, but not all of them. 

 

Some initial disagreement whether our main focus over next 2 months should be lobbying 

key political leaders and Officers in order to up the ambition level of the Mayor’s 

upcoming Transport Plan and for it to include bolder policy measures. OR building public 

support for our Manifesto calls and approach in a longer time frame. Both activities 

recognised to be important, but with the lobbying process requiring a very tight timeframe 

over the next two months. 

 

Some disagreement whether, in lobbying key political leaders & officers, we are putting 

forward policy proposals to specific problems identified in our Manifesto (despite our not 

being transport professionals). OR trying to show there is already broad public support 

(including our own support) for radical policies, and politicians and officers should not shy 

away from bold solutions. 

 

Various innovative suggestions made: notably importance of good visuals (e.g. 

Pedestrianisation of Soho; child in buggy at vehicle exhaust height etc). 

 

Other points made:  

 

(i) Aim for pedestrian-relevant funding commitments for the public realm, not just 

goals, in the Transport Plan) –especially to our Manifesto calls for:  

a. Walking in a 21
st

 Century Global City,  

b. Healthier, vibrant high streets and town centres across London, and  

c. Reclaim Residential Streets of London – A Programme of Liveable 

Neighbourhoods. 
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(ii) In talking to politicians and officers, distinguish between what the Mayor/TfL can 

deliver themselves, and what depends on Boroughs implementing policies and 

actions in the spirit of the Mayor’s transport strategy.  

 

(iii) Bear in mind possible opposition, and politicians’ worries about this – in particular 

taxi drivers; also businesses that regard car access as essential to them; and car 

owners who still see the car as central to their convenience, freedom etc. 

 

ACTIONS agreed:   

 

1. Jeremy Leach to coordinate our lobbying key political leaders & TfL Officers over 

coming 2 months: Write to each of them (and sending our Manifesto and Delivering 

Vision Zero in London); and seeking a meeting with each.  In meeting them, bear in mind 

Tom Platt’s useful list of key Policy commitments we are seeking under each of our 

Manifesto’s 6 Calls. Jeremy and Tom to ask individual London LS members to accompany 

them to spread awareness of the breadth of skills and participation in the group. 

 

2. Manifesto Launch, probably late April 2017: David Harrison, Dave Irwin, Alastair 

Hanton & Michael Bach to arrange. Invite stakeholders, journalists, politicians..... 

 

3. London Assembly Members: Each of us to approach the Assembly Member for our 

part of London: Seek meeting with each. Give them Manifesto and Delivering Vision Zero 

in London. Important we reach out beyond the small no. of Assembly members we 

already have good relations with. Robert Molteno undertook to draft a template letter 

we can use in contacting our Assembly member. 

 

 

5. Campaigns – Other Possible Actions by London LS in future 

 

a. Actions to obtain more media coverage of Pedestrian issues:  Tom Platt, Peter 

Hartley, David Harrison have had letters published in local London papers, Evening 

Standard. NOTE:  Living Streets Media Officer, Kathryn Shaw, happy to help in 

placing letters (Any of us can contact her at Kathryn.Shaw@livingstreets.org.uk 

ACTION: Patty Singleton will be writing to her local paper re Whitechapel Cycle 

Superhighway that maroons pedestrians half-way across the road.  

 

b. Closer Relations with like-minded groups:  DECIDED organizations we want 

working relations with are: London Cycling Campaign (Tom Platt in contact with 

Simon Munk); Roadpeace (Amy Aeron-Thomas a member of London LS); Campaign 

for Better Transport (Chris Barker a member of London LS); Transport for All (re 

disabled people – Brenda Puech can provide link); Sustrans; and possibly the Clean 

Air campaigners (Doctors to Ban Diesel; King’s College team etc etc). Rachel Toms 

suggested getting as many of them as possible to put their logos on our Manifesto.  

ACTION: Any London LS participant who has links to organisations that could lend 

their logo to the Manifesto, please get the organisation to agree, and send its logo 

to Jeremy to add to the Manifesto. 

 

c. Facing outwards towards the public: Postponed until our work on influencing 

Mayor’s Transport Strategy completed. POSSIBLE ACTION later this year: Charles 

Martin suggested informal workshop on what responses each of us can make in 
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relation to main objections opponents come up with re Public Realm 

improvements. 

 

Rosalind Redhead suggested usefulness of reminding people of the long history of 

pedestrian resistance. We could use as a talking point. 

 

The Cover of this can be seen at: 

 

https://jjesseramirez.com/2015/05/15/the-balloonhead-in-the-early-sf-pulps/revolt-

of-the-pedestrians-amazing-stories-feb-1928/ 

 

and some of the text can be seen at: 

 

https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=Gr0Ziaz2V5kC&pg=PA171&lpg=PA171&dq=th

e+revolt+of+the+pedestrians&source=bl&ots=L-Ndy1aqX9&sig=SdwVvy-

IV7rKDVdHn5sK12874nk&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjSn5e4m9rQAhWqAMAKHaqZ

C68Q6AEINTAH#v=onepage&q=the%20revolt%20of%20the%20pedestrians&f=false 

 

Michael Bach argued that London LS must not take on jobs that other groups already 

doing, and can do better than us – notably Air Quality campaigners. 

 

Andrew Orford said important to think in terms of striking images, and what people 

likely to put on Facebook and Tweet about. E.g. Projecting an Image on to a Building, 

which can then go viral on social media. It is, however, a public order offence to do 

this without permission. It sidesteps the impossibly high costs of advertising space 

on hoardings. ACTION: Andrew Orford will seek out an activist with access to 

powerful projector needed, and report. 

 

6. Officers’ Report- backs: 

 

a. Chair (Jeremy Leach) – See his Report on his activities since last meeting (already 

distributed). ACTION: Jeremy Leach will distribute this in advance of each future 

meeting. 

 

b. Vice-Chair (Peter Hartley): He reported by email: 

i. Progress on encouraging new LS groups: has written to a dozen local 

papers; no leads for new local groups yet emerged. 

ii. Guide for Organising Vigils: Will do with Amy Aeron-Thomas for our next 

mtg. ACTION: Peter Hartley & Amy Aeron-Thomas to prepare. 

iii. Oxford Street:  Attended GLA meeting.  Very positive. Westminster Working 

Party report due soon. 

 

c. Media (David Harrison):  While the Evening Standard printed out letters, it would 

not take our press release re A City for All Londoners. No success with the national 

papers. ACTION: David Harrison will concentrate on ES & local London papers, and 

on publicity for launch of our Manifesto . 

 

7. Consultations to respond to: 

a. London Assembly investigations into bus network planning and bus safety: ACTION: 

Susie Morrow & David Harrison to submit London LS response they have drafted. 
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8. Interface with TfL -- Report-backs: 

 

a. Better Junctions Design Review Group (Brenda Puech, Dave Irwin): No meetings 

been held; waiting for new Mayor to reactivate.  Simon Munk of LCC has 

commented on Living Streets Position Paper on Better Junctions (authored by Tom 

Platt & Brenda Puech). ACTION: Tom Platt & Brenda Puech to finalise document, 

involving Charles Martin, Dave Irwin, Symon Knightswood; then circulate to whole 

London LS group. 

 

b. Road Safety/Safe Streets for London Steering Group (Tom Platt): Nil to report.  

 

c. Pedestrian Road Safety Action Group (Jeremy Leach and David Harrison): Being 

renamed Vision Zero for London Group to reflect TfL/GLA shift in policy towards VZ . 

ACTION: London LS to try to retain their places on it, in addition to Tom Platt 

(representing LS Head Office). 

 

d. Bus Stop Bypass Working Group (Brenda Puech): ACTION:  Brenda Puech, Symon 

Knightswood & Patty Singleton to develop a London LS position paper re our view 

of what is required from pedestrian point of view. 

 

e. London Freight Enforcement Partnership  (Susie Morrow & Alastair Hanton):  Susie  

Morrow reported next meeting late Feb. Group invites Agenda items from London 

LS. ACTION: If anyone has suggestion, send to Susie. 

 

f. Pedestrian Town Centre Pilots in Peckham & Tooting: (Tom Platt): No meeting held. 

Rachel Toms reported on Tooting Broadway Project. Wandsworth Borough Officer 

David Tidley (senior transport planner) i/c; now takes on board need for measures to 

be innovative; Wandsworth Living Streets likely to be on whatever supervisory group 

set up for design measures during 2017 and implementation in 2018. 

 

9. Living Streets AGM -- Walking Summit -- 18 March 2017 Tom Platt reported:   Over 200 

registered.  Deputy Mayor Val Shawcross is main guest speaker. Commissioner for Walking & 

Cycling Will Norman invited.  

 

10. AOB. 

 

a. Police & Crime Plan for London (Consultation closes 23
rd

 Feb) Amy Aeron-Thomas 

would like Living Streets to respond. ACTION:  Jeremy Leach will do, Amy Aeron-

Thomas to send him the link. 

 

b. People on foot in Public Parks: Symon Knightswood active on this. ACTION: Any of 

us in London LS to contact him if any issue arises in their borough. 

 

c. East Walworth Green Links between parks: Peter Wright handed out leaflet.The 

project delivers a quiet, safe and green way to travel between parks in the area; and 

the new quite large Elephant Park to immediate east of Elephant & Castle – 1
st

 Phase 

opens this year; rest of it in 2022. 
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d. Croydon Borough: 20mph consultation in southern segment: Jeremy Leach 

reported this under way. ACTION:  Jeremy Leach to put in a supportive London LS 

response. 

 

e. Action on Lorry Danger: ‘Exchanging Places’ and other possible remedies to 

address lorry danger to pedestrians for subsequent discussion with TfL and the 

Metropolitan Police. Alastair Hanton reported: 2 days ago TfL released Consultation 

on Direct Vision Lorries. Good news; these lorries will increasingly become standard 

in London. In meantime, twice as many pedestrians as cyclists are being killed by 

HGVs.  He and Susie have proposed that the TfL/the Met Exchanging Places 

programme should include pedestrians, not just cyclists. Discussion ensued as to 

effectiveness of this programme. DECISION: London LS endorses their proposal, and 

hopes they can persuade the Programme to engage in additional, potentially more 

effective action. 

 

Date of Next Meeting:  Thursday, 30 March 2017, 6pm to 8pm, Alan Baxter Architects, 75 

Cowcross St., London EC1M 6EL -- Boardroom in the Basement (near Farringdon Tube Station).  

Everyone welcome to a drink and/or food afterwards in nearby pub. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


